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One Team, No Borders
”W

hen you walk into our facility, you may hear 20 different
languages. There are 37 different nationalities represented here and
over 44% of our second shift is Nepalese. We have so many stories
of Associates who started out in temporary positions in different
departments, like maintenance or production, and are supervisors
now. Many of them are from different nationalities, speaking different
languages. That’s really important for the strength of a company.
“One day I said, ‘Let’s find out where everybody comes from!’
We purchased a flag for each country represented, starting with
28 flags and now we have 37 flags proudly displayed inside our
building. And these are new immigrants—first time to the United States.

“We work with community refugee and immigration services,
Bhutanese community centers and Jewish family services to make sure
everybody knows our doors are open. We are a very welcoming plant
and recognize our diversity is what’s different about us. We want to recruit
people from all different nationalities, cultures and backgrounds. It brings
different ways of thought and makes us stronger. It also makes them
excellent at what they do, because they’re working together as
‘One team. No borders.’

“We care for the whole person here.“
—Jeannene, Sr. Director of Manufacturing
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About This Report

Report Scope and Boundaries
This report is dated as of August 8, 2022, and except as
otherwise indicated, the information contained herein is
provided for the calendar year ending December 31, 2021.
We have implemented the Reporting Principles of Stakeholder
Inclusiveness, Sustainability Context, Materiality, and
Completeness to define our report content. This report has not
been externally assured.
SK Food Group is inclusive of (5) unique companies that
together share both common purpose and ownership.
These companies include: SK Food Group, Buddy’s Kitchen,
Raybern’s, HQ Fine Foods and Deli Chef. The data presented
in this report is inclusive for all companies unless specifically
identified otherwise. SK Food Group is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Premium Brands Holding Corporation.
We utilized the principles and practices outlined in globally
accepted sustainability reporting frameworks to inform the
content of this report, including:
• Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
• Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)
• Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard
• World Resource Institute Aqueduct Tool
• United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)

For any questions, comments or concerns relating to this
report, please reach out to us at: esginfo@skfoodgroup.com
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INTRODUCTION

Three years ago, when I joined SK Food Group, my predecessor,
Steve Sposari, impressed upon me how the SK Way drives our
business. He shared story after success story of our Associates—
captivating examples recalled by the same man who, at age
15 started his career at SK Food Group when it was largely a
food truck business serving the shipyards in Seattle, sweeping
floors, moving up to production line supervisor, then leading the
company as CEO for more than two decades.
His own drive to take care of the SK family shaped our purpose
and is the reason we have continued to thrive, transforming our
business during COVID, investing in automation technologies to
support double digit growth, and growing our team by providing
high-skill opportunities no matter who you are, where you are
from or what language you speak.

It is a responsibility that permeates our entire company and
binds together our naturally diverse team of almost 40 cultures,
languages and countries of origin represented by our Associates,
who describe SK Food Group as this: One Team. No Borders.
Our focus has always been the success of and responsible
approach to our people, suppliers and customers. And no matter
what type of decision is being made - ingredients, suppliers,
safety, benefits - we always fall back on our values and ask
ourselves, “Is this the right thing to do?” When the time came
to formalize our Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
Committee, we asked ourselves the same question.
The right thing to do was to organize, measure and communicate
our ESG story in a way that reflects how an authentic, purposedriven organization, focused on the personal success of its people,
their families and communities, drives financial results.
And while ESG isn’t new to SK Food Group, we recognize that it is
a journey. And that is the SK Way—living out our purpose, taking
a steadfast approach to our business each day, each week, each
quarter, each year. In addition it’s being supportive neighbors in
our communities and great stewards of the resources that we’ve
been assigned to manage. That is how we create transformation in
people’s lives and in our own business.
And we are just getting started.
—Steve Booker, CEO

Message from the CEO

SK Food Group and the four sister companies that make up the
North American Sandwich Division, have a shared leadership
structure and are united behind a set of strongly held values. It’s
a simple model that works: we care, do the right thing, deliver
as promised, and do whatever it takes. It’s
also a culture you have to experience to
understand. We are an organization whose
true center and purpose is to help people
realize their full potential. There is a reason
why we walk through our doors every day,
handcrafting and creating delicious food in
a socially and environmentally responsible
manner—to provide opportunities for our
over 2,000 associates.
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INTRODUCTION

About SK Food Group
Step into our kitchen
From humble beginnings in 1942 as a mobile catering company in Seattle, to now, 80 years
later, we are one of North America’s leading custom food manufacturing companies. Whether
assembling a product to a customer’s exact specifications, or working together to bring a new
idea to market, we’re a hands-on partner, bringing products to market quickly, accurately, and
at a competitive price.
We offer a comprehensive portfolio of production capabilities along with contract food packaging
and warehousing/distribution services. Through our co-manufacturing capabilities at SK Food
Group and Buddy’s Kitchen, along with our branded products from Raybern’s, HQ Fine Foods, and
Deli Chef, we provide a variety of products for partners and consumers.
Our team is sensitive to the marketplace and respectful of the need for privacy and prudent
judgment. That’s why we’re deeply committed to protecting the confidentiality of our private label
customers, as well as their recipes, packaging secrets, and identity. It’s also why SK Food Group
currently has the honor of holding some of the world’s most successful café, retail, and food
franchises in our products roster.
Designed in tandem with leading food and technology experts, our custom-built processing facilities
house SK Food Group’s manufacturing plants. Our plants include warehouses, coolers, freezers,
dry storage, and multiple docking bays to ensure our products are delivered in a timely manner.
Our facilities meet or exceed all federal, state, and local regulations and are supported by trained
associates with expertise in logistics, food safety, automation, production, quality assurance,
and sanitation.

“SK Food Group is a refreshing place
to be. We don’t look to emulate
anybody; we just want to be the best
version of ourselves—just like our
purpose. Everything is about providing
opportunities for our people to support
their families and personally grow.
It is a really meaningful purpose that
we get up for every day.
“We meet all of our stakeholders’
and customers’ needs through our
purpose. And that’s how the model
works. It’s about helping our people
realize their potential. Through that,
customers needs are met and the
financials happen.”
—Steve Booker, CEO
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Edmonton, AB

• 7 Locations in North America
• 2 Million sandwiches, wraps and other products prepared daily
Laval, QC

• 913,000 square feet of production

Burnsville, MN
Lakeville, MN

• 100% of US locations are United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Certified; Safe Quality Food (SQF) 8.1 Food Safety and
Quality Certified

Groveport, OH

Reno, NV

Tolleson, AZ

• Burnsville and Lakeville MN: USDA Certified Organic and Gluten
Free; Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI)

Shannon, MS

• 100% of Canadian locations: Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA) Certified; SQF2000 Level 2 Certified

Tolleson, AZ

213,000 sq ft

Groveport, OH 180,000 sq ft
Reno, NV

Burnsville, MN

65,000 sq ft

Lakeville, MN

91,000 sq ft

Shannon, MS

65,000 sq ft

Edmonton, AB

20,000 sq ft

Laval, QC

20,000 sq ft

150,000 sq ft
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INTRODUCTION
Our naturally diverse organization
is a direct reflection of our mission.

20+
37

The nationalities who make up our valued team.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN
COUNTRIES

BENIN
BURKINA FASO

NEPAL

CAMEROON

PAKISTAN

CONGO REPUBLIC
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
CANADA
COLOMBIA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
GUATEMALA
HAITI
HONDURAS
JAMAICA
MEXICO
PUERTO RICO
USA

PHILIPPINES

ETHIOPIA

TAIWAN

GAMBIA

THAILAND

GHANA
IVORY COAST
KENYA
LAOS
MAURITANIA
MOROCCO
NIGERIA
SENEGAL

AFGHANISTAN
BANGLADESH
BHUTAN
CAMBODIA
INDIA
MYANMAR

SIERRA LEONE
SOMALIA
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INTRODUCTION

Our Purpose

“

Delivering a people-first purpose through the creation
of delicious food
Our purpose is to help people realize their full potential, no matter
who they are or where they come from. As an organization, this has
helped us naturally develop into a culturally and demographically
diverse organization, providing opportunities for SK Associates to
support their families and to personally grow.
It is our privilege to accomplish this by being assemblers of custom,
handcrafted foods, emphasizing high quality products, a culture of
innovation, uncompromising food safety, and a commitment to our
people, customers, and communities.
Our state-of-the-art facilities provide opportunities for over 2,000
Associates by serving a wide range of customers including Fortune
500 companies, quick service restaurants, airlines, retailers,
convenience stores and neighborhood cafés.

“People come to work for you and you don’t really know
how they are struggling. It is not always about a paycheck.
Can you do anything to make their home life better or to
prepare them for the next chapter of their life, whether it’s
with Raybern’s or not? I’m looking for people who want to
work for us because we both benefit. That sets us apart.
I constantly ask our Associates, ‘What can we do
differently?’ We’re not perfect. It’s just something
we strive to be.”
—Tommie, Plant Manager, Raybern’s
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INTRODUCTION

Our Core Values:
The SK Way: The values that guide every decision we make

“One of the first things I noticed in
meetings is that when decisions were
being made, this question would come
up: ‘Is this the right thing to do?’
It is so embedded in our culture that it
is a natural part of the conversation,
especially in terms of long-term growth.
Sure, we can do things to make money
tomorrow, but how does that set us up
for the future? How does that help us
in our recruitment and retention? How
does that help us make a workplace
people want to come to?”
—Jeannene, Sr. Director of Manufacturing

Our core values, embraced by every SK Associate throughout our organization, speak volumes
about how we deliver our mission every day. They represent the deeply held beliefs which have
driven both SK’s success and that of our Associates, for over 80 years.

1. We Care
We listen to each other, are open to new ideas, and remain humble, whether we are celebrating our
successes or reflecting on what we could do better.

2. Do the Right Thing
We are genuine, trustworthy, reliable and honest. Focusing on our bottom line is vital to
our success, but our decisions are guided by integrity and a strong moral compass.

3. Deliver as Promised
We are diligent in delivering what we have promised to our customers and
to each other.

4. Whatever it Takes
We do whatever it takes to get the job done, with a positive
attitude and a commitment to making our customers happy.

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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Option 1 (may fit best with the first subhead section)

INTRODUCTION

COVID presented challenges
and opportunities
A desire to come out of COVID stronger than when
we came into it meant using our values and purpose
to guide all possibilities.
Like many other companies, SK Food Group has been tackling
the biggest challenge our company has ever faced: the longterm effects of COVID-19 on our business and organization.
Protecting the health and well-being of our Associates and
ensuring the safety of our products will always be our top
priority.
For Associates in our production facilities, life looks a bit
different as we have adjusted our procedures and daily
routines. We have introduced even stricter rules and practices
in line with state guidelines, Current Good Manufacturing
Practice (cGMP) regulations, and information from the
Center for Disease Control (CDC). Our normally stringent
food safety and sanitation protocols now include more
handwashing, adding distance between Associates on and
off production lines, monitoring Associate and visitor health,
protecting vulnerable people, providing accurate information
through multiple communication channels, and diligently
communicating with our customers, suppliers, and associates.

“Facing COVID, the number one priority for me was making sure we kept
everyone safe. We pay a hundred percent of their salary until they test
negative twice and give them four hours of paid time off to get vaccinated.
It is just really about the team members and feeling that connection to them and
their wellbeing while dealing with not only a pandemic, but protecting jobs
and meeting an incredible increase in demand.“
—Eddie, President, Raybern’s

As a people-first company, recognizing all possibilities led to automation
investments, business growth and Associate opportunities.
We could not take a short-term focus;
COVID presented an inflection point for
SK Food Group’s long-term strategy.
First, we looked at our assets: our
resilient associates, a strong balance
sheet and access to capital.
We then looked at where and how
a longer-term labor shortage could

impact our ability to meet demand.
We invested in capital spending and
are in the process of automating
certain elements of our manufacturing
system, including sandwich assembly,
panino production, packaging, visual
inspection systems and more.
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
at SK Food Group
The way we look at ESG is this: it is our way of
doing business—enabling people to reach their full
potential in order to meet long-term business goals
that are socially and environmentally responsible.
Our approach carries an authentic energy,
because we don’t view ESG as a task,
but an enabler.
In 2020, we formalized our ESG Charter, as well
as our ESG Executive Committee and team of
ESG Champions. Our members not only represent
the functions in our organization most relevant
to our impacts, but are individuals who are truly
passionate about delivering against our goals.
With our values and purpose as our guides,
we have identified our most important, missionrelevant ESG areas. We are gaining traction
across our entire value chain, building
accountability, establishing teams, clarifying
deliverables and identifying the steps and
initiatives that will help us set and meet
meaningful, achievable goals.

ESG Governance
The ESG Committee is composed of our
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer,
Chief Operations Officer, Director of Marketing,
Controller, and Company Presidents. Our ESG
Champions report to the ESG Committee quarterly
and have full ownership for their role-relevant
goals, initiatives, and working groups. Each
quarter, one ESG Champion provides a deep-dive
update on their specific area of accountability.
Our Associates are kept informed of our progress
and provide direct input on initiatives.
We meet semi-annually with our parent
company, Premium Brands, to provide updates
on our progress.

“Being at SK is so empowering.
It is truly an entrepreneurial company.
They empower you to do and try things.
We aren’t afraid of failing. Instead,
we really work with the team and
focus on coming up with ideas.
It’s very rewarding.
“I can’t say enough about how proud
I am of just getting to be involved with
some of these programs. Just being
part of our growth over the last four
or five years has been phenomenal.
It comes from being trusted to champion
new ideas and trying new things.
If something doesn’t work perfectly,
it’s okay. Try again. It’s just being
empowered to try new things to make
the company better for our Associates
and save money.“
—Damon, Sr. Director Manufacturing
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Our areas of focus
SK Food Group assembles millions of meals per day. It is our responsibility to make sure that we are doing so
in a manner that is safe and responsible for all of our stakeholders: our Associates, customers, suppliers and
communities. In alignment with our purpose and values, we undertook a process to identify our material ESG
topics. Across key functional areas in our company, we held many conversations with customers, suppliers and
Associates to identify a broad set of ESG topics. Benchmarking those topics across our industry and recognized
sustainability frameworks, and in alignment with our parent company’s material ESG topics, we have identified
the following as key ares of focus:

NUTRITION

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL

COMMUNITIES

• Promote Healthy Foods and
Good Nutrition

• Energy and Emissions

• Food Safety

• Food Security

• Plastics and Packaging

• Associate Health and Safety

• Education

• Responsible and Ethical Sourcing

• Food Waste

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

• Volunteering

• Animal Welfare

• Water Conservation

• Supplier Diversity

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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NUTRITION
PROMOTE HEALTHY FOODS AND GOOD NUTRITION
Eating habits are changing and more consumers are making their purchasing decisions based on the
ingredients in their food and how it is made. Both our Strategic Sourcing professionals and our Innovation
and Design Team innovate alongside our customers to help meet these expectations and strengthen
brand loyalty by increasing the health profile of our products.
To advance good nutrition, we have taken a number of actions and made several investments.
For example, we invested in an updated software platform to create a detailed database of all of
our ingredients and corresponding recipes from across multiple sources. We recently opened our
Eian Innovation & Design Center, where we proactively collaborate with our customers to enhance the
nutritional and health profile of our branded, private-label and contract manufacturing food products
by reducing cholesterol, sugar and sodium and increasing fiber.
This approach and these steps all support our commitment to encouraging healthy foods and good
nutrition by creating delicious foods based on quality, healthy ingredients, and cleaner choices.

“We are fortunate to have both a
forward-looking customer base and
a Product Development team agile
enough to consistently bring classleading value and creativity to the
table. The increased focus on plantbased proteins, sustainable sourcing,
and cleaner ingredient decks across
the industry provides a lot of exciting
white space for us to work in, and that’s
what keeps me coming back every day.
This is an organization that prioritizes
continuous improvement on every level,
and which backs that commitment
with the resources needed to move as
quickly as the marketplace evolves.”
—Joshua, VP Culinary Innovation

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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NUTRITION
RESPONSIBLE AND ETHICAL SOURCING
SK Food Group sources a variety of food products from domestic and international sources for both
our private label products and the items we create in partnership with our co-manufacturing clients.
We work across the SK Food Group supply chain to meet our collective goals for ethically and
sustainably sourced ingredients.
The foundation of our supplier partnerships is guided by our values and is formalized in our Supplier
Code of Conduct and Supplier Manual. These documents outline the expectations we set for
responsible and ethical sourcing, as well as our suppliers’ commitments to safe, reliable ingredients for
all our products.
Our Supplier Compliance system enables us to work together effectively and efficiently through an
online, easily accessible partner portal. We collaborate with our partners to ensure all touchpoints
along our supply chain follow ethical processes, are appropriately certified, comply with industry best
practices and regulations, as well as animal welfare standards.

ANIMAL WELFARE
We support the Five Freedoms of Animal Welfare, including:
1. Freedom from hunger and thirst
2. Freedom from discomfort
3. Freedom from pain, injury, or disease
4. Freedom to express normal behavior
5. Freedom from fear and distress

“The SK culture naturally extends to our
supplier relationships. We take those
relationships seriously. We recently
hosted a bread supplier and brought
to their attention that the bread bag
inside their box was getting caught on
the box tape. It was frustrating to our
Associates and had the potential to
create food waste. We talked it through
and the next day, when we were visiting
their facility, they had already made
the change to their packing procedure.
Sure, that is the kind of attention we
receive on behalf of being a supplier to
household name brands, but we nurture
these relationships and treat others right.
Many of our suppliers have their own
ESG goals as well, like a farmer we
work with who is able to capture 75%
of the water they use in processing.
We are learning from each other and
innovating around challenges.”
—Jakob, Vice President of Supply Chain

Our suppliers are required to maintain written programs that reflect animal protein, or byproducts,
are compliant with the Animal Welfare Act (AWA) and provide a letter of compliance upon request.

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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NUTRITION
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
Our approach to ethical and sustainable procurement is further enhanced by the
relationships we have developed through our network of diverse suppliers. A diverse
supplier is a business that is at least 51% owned and operated by an individual or group that
is part of a traditionally underrepresented or underserved group. Common classifications are
small-business enterprises (SBEs), minority-owned enterprises (MBEs), and woman-owned
enterprises (WBEs). With a goal to significantly increase our current engagement with
diverse suppliers by 2030, we surveyed our current vendors to identify both diverse-owned
businesses and those who held a diverse-owned certification. For vendors who did not hold
a certification, we are connecting them with the resources and organizations that will help
them get certified—and help their business grow. This information is now part of our Supplier
Compliance system, allowing us to track our progress towards our goal and also support our
customers’ supplier diversity goals and reporting requirements.

“One of our strategic suppliers is a
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)Certified baker family business who
is one of the largest employers in
their community. They have their own
robust supplier and employee diversity
program and it feels good to know our
impacts are multiplied—and our own
business grows—when we can support
diverse suppliers and further
our mission!”

We are pleased to report that after one year that we have increased our engagement with
diverse-owned businesses (measured in total purchases) by 97%.

—Jakob, Vice President of Supply Chain
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ENVIRONMENT
Our ESG goals and commitments are enablers—not tasks—that hold us
accountable for not only a better run business, but for doing our part to recognize
and reduce our environmental impacts. In 2020, we studied the environmental
topics that have the greatest impact on our business and are of concern to our
customers, suppliers and Associates. We have made great strides, using customer
and supplier feedback, to identify achievable goals, and in partnership, to meet
those goals together.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND CARBON EMISSIONS
In 2020, we engaged an energy and engineering team to help us understand
how to approach energy data management and automation, review construction
standards, identify renewable energy opportunities and set targets for all of our
facilities.
We deployed an energy and water utility data management platform to automate
utility data collection that allowed us to establish our baseline energy use and
related greenhouse gas emissions.
Using this data, we created the target of reducing our gross carbon emissions
25% by 2030 based on our 2020 baseline. Reaching our goals will require an
approach that includes:
• Implementing energy efficiency projects (controls upgrades, LED lighting retrofits, etc.)
to reduce total energy consumption of our sites.
• Investigating renewable energy sources (i.e. behind-the-meter rooftop solar systems)
at facilities as appropriate.

“Our former CEO, Steve Sposari
was, in a very positive way,
single-mindedly focused on
building SK Food Group by
shaping how we function, by
thinking differently about how
we approach things, and by
how we act as an organization.
This has been both difficult and
rewarding. Reshaping typical
approaches to business has its
challenges, but it has fostered
independence and innovation
across the organization.”
—Dan, Sr Vice President
Human Resources

• Establishing energy efficiency standards for all newly constructed facilities and
continuously working to reduce energy consumption in our existing facilities.
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ENVIRONMENT
As a result of a production increase of 16.89%, our emissions increased 3.03% from 2020 to
2021. However, the carbon intensity of our operations, measured by CO2e emissions per ton of
product, decreased by 11.85%.
Summary of Emissions

2020

2021

% Change

706,080

771,499

9.27%

3,741

3,795

1.44%

35,268,043

37,038,228

5.02%

15,902

16,444

3.41%

197.9

210.9

6.59%

Production Intensity (CO2e/tons of product)

0.206

0.181

-11.85%

total annual production weight of all products (tons)

95,500

111,631

16.89%

total Scope I and II emissions (tonnes CO2e)

19,643

20,239

3.03%

Scope 1 emissions from natural gas
therms of natural gas used
equivalent tonnes CO2e
Scope 2 emissions from purchased electricity
kilowatt hours used
equivalent tonnes CO2e
Energy & Carbon Intensity Factors
energy intensity (kBTU/sf)

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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ENVIRONMENT
WASTE REDUCTION
Waste has always been a key focus of operational efficiency at SK Food Group. Always
centered on doing the right thing, we know that it will take a collective approach to
continuously improve the progress we have already made. We have taken progressive
steps to expand our approach to waste reduction throughout our own operations and are
finding new opportunities in partnership with our waste suppliers.
We have identified two main areas of focus:
• Packaging
• Food Waste

Challenging ourselves and our waste suppliers, we found new opportunities to partner
on landfill diversion solutions to make an impact across our focus areas. This resulted in
SK Food Group setting a goal to increase our landfill diversion rate to 80% by 2025.

“I love numbers and look at them constantly,
along with our processes. It is important for
me to pass those skills along to help people
see the connections of how one decision
can impact another. Pretty soon they’re
seeing it too. Measure, then ask, ‘What
was the process? Does it need rework or
training?’ Every day, I think, how can I use
what I know to make our process better and
impact people’s lives? I teach these skills in
order to mentor people from within—and our
Associates are the best folks imaginable.”
—Jeannene, Sr. Director of Manufacturing
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ENVIRONMENT
Plastics and cardboard
Our waste studies revealed two main types
of plastic in our operations, each representing
approximately 50% of volume: LDPE (low density
polyethylene) (bags and films that stretch) and
HDPE (high-density polyethylene) (trays and
cartons that are stiff). The main source of these
plastics is the incoming packaging of the food
ingredients we use in assembling our products.
Cardboard recovery is also a major area of focus.
We have already made progress
Our Tolleson facility was chosen as the pilot site
for our holistic waste approach, where we have
focused on low density plastics and corrugated
cardboard recovery.
In terms of plastics recycling opportunities and
rebates, low density plastics yield the highest
rewards. Thus, they became our first area of focus.
To best capitalize on the market value of lowdensity plastic, we had to sort the different types
of plastics so that the resulting waste stream was
of the highest quality. In order to sort accurately,
we added two full time associates in new “ESG
Custodian” positions.

The results of our approach at our Tolleson facility:
• We installed a vertical baler that creates a plastic
bale every other day, equal to diverting an
estimated 4,000 pounds of plastic weekly from
the landfill.
• We also added a corrugated baler and are
capturing 16,000 pounds of cardboard each day
that is now being recycled.
• We are building a step-by-step plan to
successfully implement these practices across our
facilities, adding jobs to communities, reducing
our environmental impact, and increasing our
profitability.

Adopting this strategy has allowed us to design,
test and perfect waste reduction practices before
putting them in practice at other locations. It has
also influenced our building design standards in
an effort to help us reach our goals.

Packaging Waste
Every single day, SK Food Group produces
millions of sandwiches, wraps and meals. That
translates into 95,500 tons of food produced
every year. Even the smallest changes we can
make to the packaging of those products, whether
a label, paperboard sleeve, plastic tray or clear
film overlay, can have far reaching impacts.
In order to reach our goal of reducing packaging
and plastic waste to landfill 80% by 2030, we
are addressing product packaging throughout
our business. For our private-label food products,
we are developing environmentally responsible
packaging solutions, specifically focusing on
sourcing a higher percentage of recycled content,
a lower total weight package, and the use of more
sustainable materials.

Next, we worked with our waste contractor and
facilities team to reconfigure how and where we
collect corrugated cardboard to increase the
amount of material that is recycled.

SK FOOD GROUP - ESG REPORT 2021
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ENVIRONMENT
Product labeling

Folding cartons

Greater focus on product labeling has enabled packaging
waste reduction.

At Buddy’s, cartons have historically been produced using Solid Bleached
Sulfate (SBS), a packaging material made from mostly hardwood, first
generation, chemically pulped fibers. We have replaced SBS with a
coated recycled folding carton board made of 100% recycled fiber
content, including a minimum 35% post-consumer content. This carton
meets the certification standards of the Recycled Paperboard Association
(RPA) and the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).

Beginning with our branded products at Raybern’s, we discovered
simple opportunities for labeling efficiencies:

PANTONE
BLACK
PANTONE
YELLOW

PANTONE
186

PANTONE
130

PANTONE
MAGENTA
PANTONE
CYAN

Wingless Sticker

PANTONE COLORS

*The % Daily Value tells you how much a nutrient in a serving of food contributes to a
daily diet. 2000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice.

per serving

Calories

Vitamin D 0mcg 0% Calcium 118mg 10%
400 Iron
3mg 15% • Potassium 238mg 6%
•

Saturated Fat 9g 45% Dietary Fiber 2g 7%
1 serving
Trans Fat 0.5g
Total Sugars 4g
per container
Cholesterol 50mg 17% Incl. 4g Added Sugars 8%
Serving size
1 Sandwich (156g) Sodium 910mg 40% Protein 15g 30%

Nutrition
Facts

Total Fat 21g

27% Total Carb 42g 15%

Amount/serving % DV*

L3225-03-AV921907

2.95 in

SCAN HERE FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CALL (888) 443-6569 FOR
MORE FOOD INFORMATION
QUESTIONS, COMMENTS,
OR SUGGESTIONS.

NA

100%

FPO
bc_6inch_Philly_regular_onwhite.psd
130_PHC_Label_mod.psd

LINKS

DIE/TEMP

SCALE

UPC CODE
Adobe CC 2018

3225-03_PHC_QR_Wingless_07122021.ai

DATE

• HQ Fine Foods has begun packaging its fresh
sandwiches in Zest™ Eco-Packaging, which is
plastic free and can be recycled as paperboard or
composted.

Final Art

MICROWAVE COOKING INSTRUCTIONS
• OPEN WRAPPER SLIGHTLY to allow moisture
to escape.
• THAWED REFRIGERATED SANDWICH
Microwave on high for 45 seconds*.
• FROZEN SANDWICH Microwave on
high for 90 seconds*.
• ALLOW TO COOL 2 minutes before eating.
• ENJOY!
*Instructions based on an 1100W microwave.
Adjust time accordingly.

Raybern’s Wingless Label

For best results thaw sandwich in refrigerator before heating.
Consume within 14 days if refrigerated. Heat thoroughly before eating.

SOFTWARE

PERISHABLE. KEEP FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED. FULLY COOKED.

FILE NAME

SERVING SUGGESTION

PROJECT

NET WT 5.5 OZ (156g)

F 925.299.1546

15g Protein 400 Calories

mark@bergmancramer.com

V

T 925.299.1540

O WA

3176 Camino Colorados, Lafayette, California 94549

esh

IC R

E

M

• Beginning in January 2022, Buddy’s will initiate
the use of a compostable and recyclable tray
for our customers who operate coffee shops.
Buddy’s is also testing the use of a recyclable and
compostable paper-based film.
Raybern’s

8.825 in
S
AY

Richly Seasoned Beef
& Melted American
Cheese

EAD ST
BR

Soft & Fr

IN

Philly
Cheesesteak

07122021

Recyclable and compostable paper-based film and packaging

T
HMADEEAFORTTHE&MICEA
ROWAVE

CLIENT

Amount/serving % DV*

• Eliminating a poly laminate layer on the
printed label: resulted in a
paper-only label, which is now more
recyclable.

We also worked with our print vendor to transition from UV varnish to
inline water-based aqueous coatings. This eliminated an extra step in our
production process, allowing our packaging coatings to be applied at the
same time they were being printed. It decreased the amount of paper and
energy used, and also reduced the exposure of press operators to volatile
organic compounds from the UV varnish, resulting in a healthier production
environment.

INGREDIENTS: DELI ROLL ([ENRICHED WHEAT FLOUR {WHEAT FLOUR, NIACIN, REDUCED
IRON, THIAMINE MONONITRATE, RIBOFLAVIN, FOLIC ACID}, MALTED BARLEY FLOUR], WATER,
PALM OIL, SUGAR, EGGS, NONFAT DRY MILK, VITAL WHEAT GLUTEN, DOUGH CONDITIONER
[ENRICHED WHEAT FLOUR {NIACIN, REDUCED IRON, THIAMINE MONONITRATE, RIBOFLAVIN,
FOLIC ACID}, DATEM, CANOLA OIL, DEXTROSE, ASCORBIC ACID, L-CYSTEINE, ENZYMES],
SALT, YEAST, XANTHAN GUM, CALCIUM PROPIONATE [A MOLD INHIBITOR]), BEEF FILLING
(BEEF, WATER, SEASONING [DEHYDRATED VEGETABLES (ONION AND BELL PEPPER), SALT,
SUGAR, SPICE, YEAST EXTRACT, MALTODEXTRIN, GARLIC POWDER, TORULA YEAST,
HYDROLYZED SOY AND CORN PROTEIN, NATURAL BUTTER FLAVOR, SESAME OIL, NATURAL
AND ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS, CARAMEL COLOR], MODIFIED FOOD STARCH, SODIUM
PHOSPHATE, DEXTROSE, SPICE EXTRACTIVE), WHITE AMERICAN (CHEDDAR CHEESE
[PASTEURIZED MILK, CHEESE CULTURES, SALT, ENZYMES], CREAM, SODIUM CITRATE,
SODIUM PHOSPHATE, SALT).
www.rayberns.com
CONTAINS: WHEAT, EGG, MILK, SOY.

• Slightly reducing the size of our labels:
reduced material use by 15-20% and
cost by 15%

Distributed by:
Raybern Foods, LLC
San Ramon, CA 94583
©2021 Raybern Foods, LLC
Product of USA

• Using on-demand printing: we moved
from batch printing to in-line printing
which reduced waste. This also
increased our efficiency to expedite
ingredient updates.
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ENVIRONMENT
FOOD WASTE
We used the USDA’s Food Recovery Hierarchy to inform our goal to reduce food waste to less than 1%
of total input materials by 2030. Our priorities include reducing the amount of food waste generated,
then developing partnerships to divert food waste from landfills by using it to feed animals and for
providing an input to creating compost materials. We also work with local food banks to support the
communities in which we work.

USDA FOOD RECOVERY HIERARCHY

1

2

3

4

5

Reduce the
amount of
food waste
generated...

Assist with
feeding
people...

Then feed
animals…

Recover energy
from food waste
in industrial
settings…

Direct waste
to composting
facilities.

“The largest percentage of our waste is
food waste. It makes up about 60% of
the total weight in our compactors. Losing
some food as waste is a normal part
of food assembly and production. And
while there are standards for waste in
food production, Steve Booker has really
challenged us to rethink these types of
‘absolute’ metrics. Honestly, just ‘meeting
the standards’ contrasts our aspirational,
entrepreneurial approach at SK Food
Group. Plus, meeting only the minimums
comes with a greater long-term cost to
our company and the environment. Our
team’s approach is ‘Let’s get better than
the standard.’”
—Damon, Sr. Director Manufacturing

First, to reduce the amount of food waste generated, SK Food Group focuses on continuous
improvement of processes to identify, develop, test, and implement reduction initiatives. These
initiatives include both traditional waste reduction techniques, like developing new products derived
from, for example, meat, cheese and bread ends, and newer, technology-based solutions that
leverage automation to significantly reduce waste inherent in manual processes.
Next, using Tolleson as our pilot program site, we began to explore landfill diversion opportunities
in partnership with our waste contractor. In addition to our utilization of food banks, in late 2021, we
launched a pilot partnership with a compost rancher who will use our food waste, a very clean mix
of high-quality protein and grains, for cattle feed and compost.
SK
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ENVIRONMENT
WATER
Water is a vital component in our food production processes.
It is used primarily to sterilize our equipment and facilities, so we
can continue to maintain best-in-class food safety standards, as well as the food safety
certifications we hold for each of our sites. Managing our water use is also critical to the
communities in which we operate, including the communities of our suppliers.
In order to prioritize our conservation efforts, we utilized the World Resources Institute
(WRI) Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas tool. We measured the amount of water used in each of
our facilities, then used the tool to geographically identify areas of high or extremely high
baseline water stress. By creating a water intensity factor , we will track progress against our
goal of reducing water consumption 50% through conservation and replenishment by 2030.
We are developing water conservation initiatives to incrementally reduce consumption
across our facilities. The conservation initiatives include measures that focus on reducing total
consumption of specific tasks. We are also looking at opportunities to reduce potable water
consumption by filtering and treating the process effluent for re-use in processes that are
not tied directly to the preparation of food products, such as cooling tower make-up water.
Additionally, we are exploring opportunities to participate in water replenishment programs
that recharge local aquifers and build a freshwater reserve for use during times of drought.

“One of the greatest outcomes of
formalizing our ESG commitments is
deepening our relationships with our
suppliers, and knowing our value chain
is focused on being resource-responsible
too. We meet with our suppliers regularly
and are learning more from each other
and how we will reach our goals. One of
our key suppliers has goals to be zerowaste, carbon neutral and decrease
water consumption 40%. It feels good
to know we are making a difference
together.”
—Damon, Sr. Director Manufacturing
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ENVIRONMENT
Total and High-Risk Annual Water Consumption by Facility for the Year 2021
Total Baseline Annual
Consumption (Gallons)

High Risk Annual
Consumption (Gallons)

3,910,816

0

Tolleson, AZ, USA

14,397,756

14,397,756

Edmonton, AB, Canada

3,813,209

0

Burnsville, MN, USA

3,590,300

Groveport, OH, USA

Site Location
Lakeville, MN, USA

Water Stress

Water Depletion

Low (<10%)

Low (<5%)

Extremely High (>80%)

Medium - High (25-50%)

Medium - High (20-40%)

Low - Medium (5-25%)

0

Low (<10%)

Low (<5%)

14,691,740

0

Medium - High (20-40%)

Low - Medium (5-25%)

Reno, NV, USA

7,176,000

7,176,000

High (40-80%)

Low - Medium (5-25%)

Shannon, MS, USA

2,597,200

0

Low (<10%)

Low (<5%)

Laval, QC, Canada

3,269,393

0

Low (<10%)

Low (<5%)

53,446,414

21,573,756

Total

41% of total water consumption occurs in High or
Extremely High Water Stress regions

Summary of Water Consumption
The results for 2021 show that we have made
progress in reducing the water intensity of our
process with a reduction of 5.4% on the basis
of total consumption per ton of product produced.
Our total annual water consumption increased
by 10.6% over the same period of time due to
±16.84% higher production output.

Total Water Consumption (Gallons)

2020

2021

% Change

Water Consumption in high stress areas

19,822,153

21,573,756

8.8%

Water Consumption in non-high stress areas

28,488,662

31,872,658

11.9%

Total Water Consumption (Gallons)

48,310,815

53,446,414

10.6%

2020

2021

% Change

506

479

-5.4%

95,505

111,641

17.0%

Water Intensity Factors
Production Intensity
(gallons/pounds of product)
Production Intensity (gallons/ton of product)
Total annual production weight of all products (tons)
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ENVIRONMENT
World Resources Institute Aqueduct Map
(current as of report publication. Source: https://www.wri.org/aqueduct)
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SOCIAL
Our Associates, customers, suppliers, and
communities are at the core of our mission, purpose,
and values. Creating opportunities for everyone in
our value chain begins with a people-first culture.
This includes Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, the
safety of our employees and the food we create,
the growth of our supplier diversity program and
the positive impact we are having within our
Associate’s families and our communities.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
SK Food Group is deeply committed to representing
and reflecting the unique experiences, perspectives
and viewpoints of our Associates, customers,
and the communities we serve. We firmly believe
collaboration among Associates with diverse
experiences and perspectives generates more
incisive and deeper insights that better serve our
customers, associates, and communities.
SK Food Group has always had a people-first
approach to business, working to make sure
everyone, regardless of their identity, is treated with
dignity and respect. Our people-first philosophy is
the key to SK Food Group’s continued growth and
is reflected in the first two of our four values:

Doing the right thing also means advancing racial
and social equity for our Associates and their
communities through diversity, equity and inclusion
(DEI) policies, programs, and initiatives.
Our DEI Governance and Priorities
SK Food Group’s Chief Diversity & Inclusion
Officer, who reports directly to our CEO, leads
our efforts to align our DEI goals with business
outcomes and respond to changes or policies
occurring outside of the organization that affect
organizational culture or our Associates.

“Building a business focused on
revenue, innovation and growth is
unattainable unless we have the
people in place to get us to the next
level. You simply must have a culture
where Associates feel engaged and
empowered to be their full selves in
order to keep quality people.“
—Craig, Chief Diversity &
Inclusion Officer

Our approach is informed by our Diversity and
Inclusion Advisory Council (DIAC), a group of
Associates, including senior leaders, acting on
behalf of the company to manage the diversity
and inclusion initiatives. The DIAC works closely
with senior leaders to ensure tight alignment with
the organization’s overall business strategy and
to help achieve SK Food Group’s DEI goals. The
DIAC helps create strategic accountability for
results, provides governance and oversight on
diversity efforts, and promotes company-wide
communication on progress. The data committee
of the DIAC is tasked with analyzing data and
surveying Associates to assess needs across
the company.

• We Care
• Do the Right Thing
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SOCIAL
Working together to foster real organizational
change, we have established diversity and inclusion
priorities, including:
• Developing, managing, and supporting data-driven
diversity, equity and inclusion strategies
• Identifying new programs or initiatives that can
bolster diversity within the organization
• Addressing Associate DEI concerns and responding
to DEI related issues

• Tackling company-wide challenges. ERGs
designed to address a specific topic or issue can
help keep leaders in the know about issues or wins
that are top of mind for the group members.
• Lowering the chance of suppressed frustrations.
ERGs can help surface an issue that might be too
risky for an individual to share alone. This can
help address problems quickly and alleviate toxic
environments.

—Jeannene, Sr. Director of Manufacturing

• Developing or supporting change and culture
management initiatives

Our DEI Progress

• Addressing issues facing specific demographic
populations

Led by our Chief Diversity Officer, Diversity and
Inclusion Advisory Council (DIAC), and champions
across the organization, we have:

Additionally, supporting collaboration between the
DIAC and employee resource groups (ERGs) such
as our Women’s Leadership Group, and executives
and leadership teams, allows our ERGs to inform
our DEI goals and progress and to support our
Associates by:
• Helping groups and remote workers feel connected
through a common cause or interest
• Bringing Associates together in a safe place where
conversations can flow freely, and everyone can
feel comfortable sharing their experience.
• Identifying and developing leaders in the making.
ERG leaders can help identify emerging talent that
might otherwise go overlooked due to unconscious
bias. Participants can find new opportunities to
connect with mentors and supportive colleagues
across SK.

“We open the doors of opportunity to
everyone who has the desire to work
and create a better life. We take care
of each other and we do the right thing.
And it is real.”

• Reviewed policies, programs and initiatives
• Recognized what our own diversity looks like
• Completed a fair pay analysis
• Created a data driven DEI strategy
• Launched a comprehensive DEI training program
focused on broad- based DEI issues including:
• The Market Case for DEI
• Implicit Bias
• Microaggressions
• Cultural Competency
• Recruitment and Retention
• Began establishing local diversity teams providing
opportunities for engagement where Associates
work every day.
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SOCIAL
Our progress has helped us to identify areas of opportunity to support
professional growth and advancement across the organization. We
also discovered recruitment opportunities for attracting diverse talent
into manufacturing. Our DEI training will be expanded to include the
development of online training products to support our live training options.
Creating opportunities makes our purpose possible and SK Food Group a
remarkable place to work.

The heart and soul of the SK Food Group is the production floor. It is also
the foundation of our diversity, our culture and where we find our purpose’s
greatest impact. Our organization is represented by almost 40 countries,
multiple languages, stories of second chances, and overcoming adversity.
Our Associates find success here through motivation, confidence, career
development and access to educational opportunities.
And that is for everyone.
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SOCIAL
ASSOCIATE HEALTH AND SAFETY

• We are developing a mentor program with a number of translators to help with
onboarding new Associates, with an emphasis on safety.

SK Food Group’s ability to fulfill our mission can only be realized by
focusing on our most important asset: our Associates. Their safety, and
physical and mental well-being, is critical to our business. Creating a
health and safety-first mindset and communicating it across our Associate
population has been one of the most important and beneficial aspects of
putting people first.

• Monthly and quarterly safety reports and best practice sharing across our
facilities help us track our progress.

By making safety everyone’s job, we collectively succeed with a focus on
two things:

• We educate Associates, especially those who are new to the U.S., about
weather-related and natural events that could impact their safety and ability to
create income for their families, using visual aids of safe and unsafe situations.

1. Our safety record and practices
2. Investing in the long-term physical and
mental well-being of our Associates
Our safety record and practices
We work in a fast-paced environment, sometimes producing up to 130
sandwiches per minute on a given line. Thus, excellent communication and
risk recognition is a core focus, reflected in our safety leadership, training
and weekly internal safety audits.
SK Food Group’s Total Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR) of 4.0 is lower than
the industry average of 7.2. Our goal is to reduce our previous year’s TRIR
by 10% year over year until 2030. To accomplish this:
• All of our Associates attend safety training supported by both audio and visual
materials, including 154,000 training hours in 2021.
• We use visual reminders throughout our facilities to make safety obvious, no
matter what language our Associates speak. A Safety Cross Score Card is
displayed in common areas at each location which is a great visual to see how
the facility is doing. This Safety Cross is a reflection our daily safety record,
encourages risk detection and prevention, improves morale and empowers
Associates to be part of a safety-first culture.

• Employee recognition programs highlight our Safety Stars and provide
incentives with SK Bucks.
• Repetitive motion risks are reduced as the result of intentional wellness activities,
such as three-times-per-shift stretching programs and rotating production
activity-types every two hours.

In 2021, we began an innovative approach to Health and Safety
incident management and a Return To Work process that boosted
Associate morale
Many of our Associates do not speak English as a first language and may
find it difficult to explain to medical professionals how an injury occurred.
Understanding this, we saw an immediate opportunity to engage with local
medical professionals to show how a potential injury could occur by inviting
them to our production facilities. With a better perspective of our operations,
they are able to more quickly assess and treat injuries, and reduce
communication-related stressors for our Associates.
We also modified our Return to Work program for Associates who are on
injury-related restricted duty. When applicable, Associates continue work
with modified duties by supporting various departments with important tasks.
This has helped our Associates understand our business better, expose them
to different areas of the business and boost morale.
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Investing in the long-term physical and mental
well-being of our Associates
Empowering people to live their full potential includes ensuring
a solid foundation for their physical, mental and financial health,
including education.
• SK Food Group pays 100% of each of our Associates’
monthly medical insurance, while offering additional plans like
dental insurance.
• Our Employee Assistance Program provides our Associates and
their families 24/7 support for topics like child care, parenting,
teen and adolescent issues, stress and anxiety, grief and loss, crisis
and trauma, coaching, work life balance, vaccines, legal issues,
and more.
• The financial health of our Associates is supported by offering
employer match benefits for a 401K Retirement Plan, Employee
Stock Ownership Plan, an Associate Bonus Program and tuition
reimbursement.

“When I was interviewing with SK, I was walking through the
facility with the plant manager and was, honestly, quite surprised
to find so many people who were also Nepalese like me. When
I realized that, I thought, ‘I can help here.’ I am with people who
speak the same language, which was especially important in my
first role as Safety Compliance Coordinator, and now as the Safety
Compliance Specialist.
“There are a lot of different languages spoken here. While we have
translators, what we have found is that when we can physically
demonstrate to them exactly the type of health and safety practices
we are teaching, it’s more effective and is being reflected in our
safety results.
“Proactive training, increasing awareness, communicating with the
departments and engaging everyone builds a safety culture from
entry level to leadership. It’s one of the biggest successes that led to
our incident rate decreasing over the past few years.”
—Padma, Safety Compliance Specialist
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FOOD SAFETY
Food safety is a non-negotiable principle
that guides everything we do. Our goal is to
always deliver safe, quality food products while
maintaining excellent food safety ratings and
remaining “audit ready.” As leaders in the industry,
we take an active role in ongoing scientific
testing and food production safety, engaging our
in-house team, independent laboratories and
consultant groups to ensure product safety and
integrity.
All of our plants meet and/or exceed all federal,
state, provincial and local regulations:
• They are United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) or Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA) certified and inspected and supported by
trained staff with expertise in production, quality
assurance, and sanitation.

• Our U.S. SK Food Group facilities, including
Buddy’s and Raybern’s, are Safe Quality Food
(SQF) 8.1 certified.
• We also meet the demanding specifications of
leading food organizations throughout North
America including personnel at each site who
have been trained in Preventive Controls Qualified
Individual (PCQI) and Hazard Analysis Critical
Control Point (HACCP).

Ensuring food products are safe for our customers
includes how we package them as well. As a
pioneer of Modified Atmosphere Packaging
(MAP), we use a controlled mixture of nitrogen
and carbon dioxide to extend shelf life and
increase food safety, preventing the addition of
chemicals to some of our products.

“The best way to lead is through an
understanding of what it takes to get a
job done. It’s important to me because
I know the importance of having lived
and done these jobs. When I fill in for
someone who needs to take a quick
break, it has two rewards: (1) they
appreciate it and (2) you get a better
understanding of how the machines
are running.
“Having the kind of understanding of
the process and what the people are
going through allows me to be a true
servant leader. When we knock down
barriers for our Associates, efficiency
improves. I need to know what is
holding my people back, then remove
that barrier. And that’s why some of
the best leaders we have here are
the ones who started grassroots and
adopt that same approach.”
—Jeannene, Sr. Director of
Manufacturing
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COMMUNITIES
Resilient and Sustainable
Communities
We believe SK Food Group can play
an active role in breaking the cycle
of poverty in our local communities
in two ways: by providing resources
that focus on enabling food security
for households with children and by
providing educational opportunities for
our Associates and their children. We
do this because only with sustainable,
resilient communities can we accomplish
our mission, long-term business goals
and help our Associates achieve their
own successes.

“A lot of the issues in our
communities happen when
children go hungry. It affects their
performance in school, which
sets these kids on a trajectory that
limits what they can achieve in life.
That’s why our emphasis on both
education and food security go
together, because we believe that
this is preventable.”
Columbus Food Pantry Donation—720 bags and 70 bags were donated to veterans

—Steve, CEO
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COMMUNITIES
Food Security

Food banks we work with:

Our Associates crafted the term “One team. No borders.” because of
the genuine respect and passion they have for their co-workers. The
practice of sharing food is one of the most caring ways our Associates
gather together, across cultures and in support of each other. Especially
when someone is in need, heartfelt offers to cook and share different
foods is both a blessing and an even bigger honor when part of such a
giving community.

• The Mid-Ohio Food Bank

We acknowledge that the cycle of food insecurity can happen to
anyone. And when it does, it may require more than sharing a breakroom lunch or a colleague delivering a meal when their co-worker is
experiencing challenges.

• Edmonton’s Food Bank (Edmonton, Alberta)

If an Associate is experiencing food insecurity, our Missing Meals
program provides resources through their plant leader, taking care of
this basic need with dignity and respect. Each of our plant leaders are
also actively involved at their local food bank. This not only supports
our communities through product donations, but helps us understand the
challenges our communities face.

• Saltillo Police Department

• St. Mary’s Food Bank (Phoenix, AZ)
• Food Bank of Northern Nevada (Reno, NV)
• St. Luke Food Pantry (Tupelo, MS)
• Burnsville Resource Center (Burnsville, MN)
• Messiah Community Food (Lakeville, MN)
• Volunteer Center and Harvest (Laval, Quebec)
• Laval Food Bank (Laval, Quebec)
• Feeding the Future Inc.
• Winona Ministerial Alliance c/o Winona Moore Memorial United
Methodist Church
• St. Luke Food Pantry c/o St. Luke United Methodist Church
• Belmont UMC Food Pantry
• Aberdeen Loaves & Fishes Food Pantry.
• Tupelo/Lee County Hunger Coalition c/o Create Foundation

Columbus Food Pantry Donation—720 bags and 70 bags were donated to veterans

• Kamp Kumbaya
• Belmont UMC Food Pantry
• Faith Food Pantry
• Lee County Sheriff’s Dept
• Second harvest heartland (Minneapolis)
• Ronald McDonald House (Minneapolis)
• Ruby’s Pantry (Minneapolis)
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COMMUNITIES
Education and Scholarship Successes
Investing in the education of our Associates and their children not only creates options for their
career development, but relieves the financial burden of that pursuit.
The Steve Sposari Scholarship Award Program, named in honor of our former Chief Executive
Officer, offers financial assistance to support the education of dependent children of our Associates
who are pursuing a post-secondary program of study. Dependents of associates of SK Food
Group, Buddy’s Kitchen, Raybern’s, HQ Fine Foods or Deli Chef, are invited to apply for the
program each academic year.

Communities and Volunteering
Our mission at SK Food Group extends from our work-site to our volunteerism off-site, authentically
representing who we are to help build strong communities, whether that means supporting youth
sports, speaking to students, or investing time on nonprofit boards.

“One of the things we realized is that many of our
Associates didn’t have a high school diploma. The
biggest reason is that they can’t find the time for
a tutor. So, we’re going to help people who want
to help themselves and gain a sense of pride for
completing that. And, hopefully people will stick
around because they have something more to
discuss about Raybern’s than just a paycheck.”
—Tommie, Plant Manager, Raybern’s

Columbus Clean Up event—community service event where people spend time
cleaning up trash and debris in the local parks/rec areas.
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STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORKS

TOPIC

Indicator

Report Indexes

GRI Disclosure

Required
for GRI
Core Report
(Y/N)

Page Number(s)

102-1

Name of the organization

Y

4

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

Y

6, 7, 8

102-3

Location of headquarters

Y

40

102-4

Location of operations

Y

8, 40

102-5

Ownership and legal form

Y

4

102-6

Markets served

Y

6

102-7

Scale of the organization

Y

8

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

Y

7

102-9

Supply chain

Y

15, 16

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

Y

There have been no
significant changes.

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Y

Premium Brands supports
the objective of the United
Nations Precautionary
Principle or Approach through
its risk management and risk
mitigation practices. These
include the management of
Premium Brands assessing
environmental risks on an
ongoing basis and discussing
any material developments
with the Board of Directors of
the Corporation (the Board)
on a quarterly basis or more
frequently, if warranted. If any
threats of serious damage
exist, appropriate mechanisms
are applied to reduce
negative impacts.

102-12

External initiatives

Y

33

Strategy

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Y

5

Ethics and Integrity

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

Y

9, 10

Governance

102-18

Governance structure

Y

12

Organizational profile
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STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORKS

TOPIC

Stakeholder engagement

Reporting Practice

Indicator

Report Indexes

GRI Disclosure

Required
for GRI
Core Report
(Y/N)

Page Number(s)

102-29

Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and social impacts

N

12

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Y

12

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Y

See Human Resources
in Premium Brand’s most
recent Annual Information
Form (SEDAR)

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Y

12

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Y

12

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Y

13

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

Y

See Corporate Structure
in the Corporation’s most
recent Annual Information
Form (SEDAR).

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

Y

4

102-47

List of material topics

Y

13

102-48

Restatements of information

Y

Not applicable as this is
SK Food Group's first ESG
report.

102-49

Changes in reporting

Y

Not applicable as this is
SK Food Group's first ESG
report.

102-50

Reporting period

Y

4

102-51

Date of most recent report

Y

4

102-52

Reporting cycle

Y

4

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Y

4

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

Y

4

102-55

GRI content index

Y

35

102-56

External assurance

Y

4

204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

Procurement Practices
GRI 204: Procurement Practices 2016

16
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STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORKS

TOPIC

Indicator

Report Indexes

GRI Disclosure

Required
for GRI
Core Report
(Y/N)

Page Number(s)

300 series (Environmental topics)
Materials
GRI 301: Materials 2016

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

301-2

Recycled input materials used

301-3

Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

17

103-2

The management approach and its components

17

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

18

302-3

Energy intensity

18

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

The management approach and its components

303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

303-5

Water consumption

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions -19

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

The management approach and its components

306-1

Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

306-2

Management of significant waste-related impacts

19-21

Energy
GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

GRI 302: Energy 2016

17-18

Water and Effluents
GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

GRI 303: Water and Effluents 2018

23-25

Emissions
GRI 305: Emissions 2016

18

Effluents & Waste
GRI 103: Management Approach 2016
GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

19-22
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STANDARDS AND FRAMEWORKS

TOPIC

Indicator

Report Indexes
Required
for GRI
Page
Core Report
(Y/N)
Number(s)

GRI Disclosure

400 series (Social topics)
Employment
GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time

30

employees

Occupational Health and Safety
103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

The management approach and its components

403-1

Occupational health and safety management system

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation

403-3

Occupational health services

GRI 403: Occupational

403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health and safety

Health and Safety 2018

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

403-6

Promotion of worker health

30

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety management system

29

403-9

Work-related injuries

29

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

29

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

103-2

The management approach and its components

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety 2016

416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

GRI 103: Management Approach 2016

29

Training and Education
GRI 404: Training and Education 2016

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
GRI 103: Management Approach 2016
GRI 405: Diversity and
Equal Opportunity 2016

26-28

Local Communities
GRI 413: Local Communities 2016

32-33

Customer Health and Safety
31
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United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
As a culturally diverse organization whose Associates, many being first generation immigrants or refugees,
represent almost 40 countries, the UN SDGs provide us with an internationally recognized framework for
our ESG goals.
SDG Goal

SK FOOD GROUP GOAL

“Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns”

Goal 1: Reduce Carbon Emissions by 50% by 2030
Goal 2: Reduce Food Waste to less than 1% by 2030
Goal 3: Reduce Water Consumption by 50% through
conservation and replenishment by 2030
Goal 4: Reduce Plastic Waste & Packaging Waste

“End hunger, achieve food security
and improved nutrition and promote
sustainable agriculture”

Goal 5: Promote Healthy Foods and Good Nutrition by
creating delicious foods based on quality, healthy ingredients,
and cleaner choices.
Goal 8: Deliver safe, quality food products while maintaining
excellent food safety ratings.
Goal 9: Develop resilient and sustainable local communities.

“Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work
for all”

Goal 6: Promote a safety-first culture that provides all
associates with a safe and healthy work environment.
Goal 7: Double our current engagement with diverse-owned
suppliers by 2030
Goal 10: Encourage a Culture of Inclusion, Diversity,
and Equity
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Disclaimer
This report is not intended to form the basis of any investment
decision and should not be considered as a recommendation
by SK Food Group or parent company Premium Brand Holdings
Corporation (the “Corporation”) or any other person in relation
to the Corporation’s business or the securities of the Corporation.
This report is not, and nothing in it should be construed as, an offer,
invitation or recommendation in respect of the securities of the
Corporation, or an offer, invitation or recommendation to sell, or a
solicitation of an offer to buy, any of the Corporation’s securities in
any jurisdiction. Neither this report nor anything in it shall form the
basis of any contract or commitment. This report is not intended to
be relied upon as advice to readers or potential investors and does
not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation
or needs of any reader or investor. All readers and investors should
consider such factors in consultation with a professional advisor of
their choosing when deciding if an investment is appropriate.

SK Food Group
790 S 75th Ave
Tolleson, AZ 85043

Buddy’s Kitchen, Inc
12105 Nicollet Ave S
Burnsville, MN 55337

5555 Quail Manor Ct.
Reno, NV 89511

21150 Hamburg Avenue
Lakeville, MN 55044-8060

3301 Toy Rd
Groveport, OH 43125

HQ Fine Foods Ltd
12251 William Short Rd NW
Edmonton, AB T5B 2B7, Canada

Raybern’s Foods, LLC
184 Bryan Blvd
Shannon, MS 38868

Les Aliments Deli Chef
2139 Boulevard Dagenais Ouest
Laval, QC
CA H7L 5W9
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